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System of Nucleons and Antinucleons.Quantum Numbers for
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b) Real rotations in a 3-dimensional

.isotopic spin space ».

c) Permutation'! of the charge co-
ordinate'! of the individual particles of
the many-nucleon '!y'!tem. (Because of
the Pauli principle, this is eqltivalent to
permutations of the space and spin co-

ordinates of the nuc1eons).

'Vhen both nucleons and antinucleons
are present. since the charge states aTe
no\v increased to four (p. n. ii. p) the
most ~eneral hermitian matrix is a linear
combination of 16 Dirac matrices. It is
then clear that I and 13 no longer suffice
to classify the ('har~e states of the
system. ".hereas I still labels the
irreducible repre;;entations of fl;fouP b ),

,ve need a total of three quantum
numbers to label the irreducible repre-
sentations of the groups in (f) (2) and/or (').
The problem is mathematically the same
as considered by '\I(;~ER in hi8 super-
multiplet theory (3). ITnfort.unately his

The most general hermitian operator
on the charge state of a nncleon can be
expressed as a linear combination of the

unit matrix and the three two-by-hvo
isotopic spin matrices TI' T2' T3: It is
also \vell-known that the charge state
of .~ many-nucleon system is completely
defined (I) by hvo quantum numbers I
and 13 \vhich are conserved by virtue
of the charge-independence of nuclear
fort'es. Electromagnetic interactions
\vhio:h destro~. the conservation of I
(but not 13) repre~ent only minor cor.
rections to the conservation of the
" total ) isotopic spin I and the classi-

fication of a many-nucleon system using
1 is one \vhich display" the constants of

motion.
In thi" case the isotopic spin I may

be defined in one of several equivalent
\vays. a~ describing the in variance of
the dynamical la\vs under the follo\ving.2TOUp~ of transformations: -

a) Unitary transformations in the

(2-dimensional) (I space 1> spanned b~- the

char~e states of the nucleon. (.) \V here group (a) is no\v the group of
unitar}- transformations in the (!-dimen"ional)
space spanned b}- the charge states (pr{)toll,
neutron, ant.int'utron. ant.ipr{)t.nn),

(2) E, 'VJGXER: Ph1/..., [(/'1'" 51. 106 (1\131)'
E. 'VIGX";R and E, FE";XBER(': Rep. Proa,
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(') _\.part from ..n irrelevant permutation
degeneraey, ".hieh is removed as soon a" the
ex~ln"il)n prin~iple is taken into ae~olmt.
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certain restricted domain:; of energ,'-
and/or for specific reactions.

Regarding an experimental test of
~uch a possibility, the simplest non.
trivial s:,-stem must contain at least
3 particles with both nucleons and anti.
nucleons. Such a process is the non.
annihilation scattering of an antinuc.leon
bv deuterons. Consider the rea('tions

(A)

(B)

ii+d-..ii

n+d p+p+p

T, .~, y (sometimes denoted by P, P', P")
bear ntJ simple relation to the total
isotopic spin I. ..\. more satisfa{jtory
choice could be a set containing the
total isotopic spin I, the « total" baryon
number K (4) and a suitably c,hosen
third number H \vhich could be con-
structed explicitly. To specify a definite
component of this irreducible represen-
iation (i.e., the complete ".ave function)
in charge space one needs, in general,
ihree «third components" 13, K3 and H3
(cfr. reference (3))-

For a system of one nucleon and
one antinucleon, this full set of labels
(I, I(, H) is redundant; and the classi-
fication (as ".ell as K and H themselves)
is completel:,- defined in terms of I and
the multiplicative quantum numbers G (5)
and these are constants of motion. This
nucleon-antinucleon 8~'stem is ho\vever
an exc,eption like the deuteron in super-
multiplet theor:,- ('). In the general case
it can be shown that thf!re are 1W additive
quantum, numbers for the nucleon-anti-
nucleo»-pion system ill addition to I,
13 al!d K3 which are dtrictly conserved
(if one accepts the usual charge-indf!-
pendent PS(PS) or PS(PV) interaction).
This circumstance is due to the particular
dynamics of the system. It is of interest
to examine the possibility of approxi-
mate conservation of some of the addi-
tional quantum numbers related to the
charge degrees of freedom at least in

A p+d

p+d

p+p+n

B

The final states are e.lassitied in Tabl~

T ABLE I

Quantum numbers

for final states
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Charge-independence in the usual I;e.nse,
only requires that the ratio R of the
differential cross-sections

G(A)

G(B)

a(A')

aIB')
R

(') K is relawd to tbe baryon number K,
(n,1Jllb"r of nucleons minus antinuc.leons) as T
is relawd to T,. ~ee H. TOU8f"HEK: .Vuovo.
G[mento. 8.1!!1 (1!!5!!); 0. H.~.\ and V. FT..Jll:
Progr. TMor. Phlls.,17. :~13. 819, !!20.822 (1!!57).

(') T. D. LEE and G. x. y,\xu: "Vuovo Ci-
me Ido. 3.74!! (1!!56): thc same number has been
introduced witb somcwhat di1!erent notation by
D. AMATl and B. VIT.\LE: .Vuoro Cimento, 2.
719 (1955) and G. J. GOEBf:J.: PhIlR. ]{ev., 103.
258 (1956).

(') The Bartlett and Hclscnberg forc"s,
which in general destroy the ,.alidity of the
quantum nunlbcrs which specify a supcnnul-
tiplet. do not destroy tbe validity of the super-
multiplet picture In the cas" of the dcuwron.

be restricted by

0
~
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8tranl;ene8S Ilecessurily req uire8 the in-
troduction of additional internal de~rees
of freedom seem8 to U8 un\\"arranted.
There is \\"ealth of internal ilymmetry
labels for man,\"-partic.le syiltems \\"hich
could be exploited in a 8uitable com-
posite model of strange particles. 'Ve
believe that thi8 problem has not been
ilufficientl:v in veiltil;ated to provide a
definite verdict on the succe8~ of guch

a pro,gram.

'Ye wish to ackno\vledge useful dis-

cussions with (' ..J. GOEREL. M. F. KA-

PLox,R. E. MAR!'HAK, .-;;. OKUBO and

~.\.. SALAM.

If the final state uelon!,'8 to a de-
tillite irreducible represeutation one ob-
1 :lillK the values listed in the la"t column
.If the table, An experimental value
H -y 2 \vould not be very sif!;nificant ;
!to\\-ever. a value 2 > R > ~ should further
('nahle us to infer a resonance in the
(~. &. "ymmetric) state.

The point ,ve \\"ish to emphasize is
t hat even ,vithin the framework of
('harf!;e-independent interactions not all
Jinal states are necessarily equivalent
and the additional quantum numhers
labelling these states may he sufficiently
well conser,-ed, at least for a certain
range of processes. That the existence
of ne,v selection rulps related to con-
servation of qualltum numbers like
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